A traveling wave analysis for a quantum hydrodynamic model ist performed. The isobaric, isentropic and isothermal cases are studied. In all three cases the qualitative behaviour of the solutions is analysed.
Introduction
In this paper we consider a charged quantum uid. Such uids arise in semiconductor physics, superconductivity and other elds of physics. A possible way to describe such a quantum uid are so called quantum hydrodynamic models 3, 6, 7] . We consider a quantum hydrodynamic model of the following (scaled) form n t + j x = 0 (1.1a) j t + ( j 2 n + p(n)) x + nV x ? 2 2 n( p n xx p n ) x = ? j (1.1b) where n and j are the charge and the current density of the quantum uid, respectively (see 3, 6, 7] ). V denotes the electric potential. The parameters and are the scaled Planck constant and the relaxation time. The relaxation term ? j = ? j in (1.1b) is the simplest way to include an interaction mechanism (for example an underlying lattice in the case of a semiconductor). In fact, it is the relaxation term used in classical hydrodynamical models for semiconductors 9]. The pressure p(n) and the corresponding enthalpy h(n) related by h 0 (n)n = p 0 (n) are assumed to be functions of the density n only p(n) = (1.3) where C = C(x) is the doping pro le of the semiconductor. In this paper we assume a given linear electric potential V = V 0 + V 1 x. For more general cases of the electric eld it is not clear how to perform a corresponding traveling wave analysis. However, it is not the main purpose of this paper to study the in uence of the electric eld.
The aim of this paper is to perform a traveling wave analysis of the system (1.1). Especially the \dispersive" term 2 2 n( p n xx p n ) x is known to cause highly oscillatory behaviour of the solutions, which can be seen in numerical simulations 5, 6, 10, 11] .
We write j = nS x in (1.1) and after integration we obtain the corresponding system for n and the phase S n t + (nS x ) x = 0 (1.4a)
p n xx p n = ? S:
It is important to mention that in the case = 1 = 0 the system (1.1) (and also the system (1. Having in mind the equivalence to the Schr odinger equation in the case = 1 = 0 it seems to be convenient to look for traveling wave solutions of the form (c denotes the speed of the wave) n(x; t) = f 2 (x ? ct); S(x; t) = T(x ? ct) ? V 1 c t; (1.6) where the second additive term in the phase regards the nonconstant term in the potential. The continuity equation then gives with z = x ? ct and () 0 = () z the relation T 0 = c+ a f 2 . We take the easiest case a 0 in the current equation and obtain T = cz+d for some constant d. (1.9) where from now on we use () 0 = () y (see also 4] for details).
In section 2 and 3 we recall existing results on (1.9) in the isobaric and the isentropic case. In section 4 we show the existence of travelling waves for the isothermal case. Thus, we have again solitary waves for f with oscillatory behaviour as y ! ?1.
The isothermal case
Here we study the equation f 00 = yf + Af ln(f 2 ):
This case is qualitatively di erent due to the di erent behaviour of the function f ln(f 2 ) in comparision to fjfj 2( ?1) as f ! 0. To our knowledge no existence or qualitative theory is available for (4.1). In the following we show the existence of solitary waves. On the other hand we observe that for y ! +1 solutions of tpye I and II give bounded solutions f, whereas solutions v of tpye III lead to undounded f. In fact, it su ces to look at solutions of type III as y ! +1. Every such solution crosses the nullcline parabola (4.3). Suppose now we are above the parabola. Solutions crossing the line w = 1 A (v > 0) satisfy (due to (4.2b)) v 0 > 1 A for y > y 0 for some y 0 which implies f ! +1 as y ! +1. Solutions non crossing the above line (such solutions might not exist) satisfy (due to (4.2a)) v 00 c > 0 for y > y 0 for some y 0 and again f ! +1 as y ! +1.
These consideration give also the decay estimates. # In is interesting to see, that there is a di erent behaviour of the solutions of the isothermal problem (4.1) in comparison to the isobaric or isentropic problem. There are no oscillations in the solutions of (4.1) and the decay at in nity is di erent.
